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Please stand by for realtime captions. 

 
Thank you for holding. The conference call will begin shortly. Thank you for your patience. 

 
Thank you for holding. The conference call will begin shortly. Thank you for your patience. 

 
Welcome to the June 2017 voter outreach and disability community conference call. My name is 

Christine and I am the operator for today's call. At this time all participants are in the listen-only 

mode. Later we will conduct a question-and-answer session. Please note the conference is being 

recorded. I will turn the call over to Michelle Bishop. You may begin.  

 
Hello everyone, good afternoon and thank you for joining us. This is Michelle Bishop from 

NDRN and if you are thinking to yourself I am working on PAVA and I don't know Michelle 

Bishop I would love to talk to you and I will give you my email address in a minute. Before we 

get started I want to make sure you know this is a conference call and we don't have a web 

portion so no PowerPoint to bring up on the screen but there is information the presenters want 

you to look at. The email you got today with the information to dial in that you used to get 

connected to the call has three handouts attached to it that you can pull up and we will let you 

know what to take a look at when. If you don't have those opened up on your screen now dig out 

that email and pull those up. If anyone doesn't have them or having trouble finding it. Don't panic 

and shoot me an email and I will send them to you and my email is michelle.bishop@NDRN.org. 

With that said welcome to REVing UP the vote and today we will talk about that, REV UP is a 

specific campaign and it is about gearing up voter outreach efforts leading through 2018 and how 

we can do more in different outreach to voters with disabilities to enhance our PAVA efforts. 

You will hear from organizations that are doing new and innovative work around voter outreach 

and hear about opportunities to partner with the organizations. They would love to work with 

you and have ideas how we can do that. I'm excited about the speaker so I will pass it off to them 

to get us started. We have some Q&A time at the end so if you have questions you can hold them 

until then. With that we will be hearing today from Zach with AAPD which is the American 

Association for people with disabilities and he is the director of voter disabilities and we will 

hear from Sarah the NASA now counsel on independent living and she will talk about how we 

see Centers for Independent Living partnering on the ground in your states and territories to do 

voter resourcing. And then we will hear from people from rock the vote about the pilot program 

and state snapshots they are working on to do voter outreach to young voters and in particular 

young voters with disabilities and states and territories and how they would like to work with 

you. With that I will pass it off to Zach so please take it away.  

 
Thanks so much Michelle and thank you to everyone for joining today's call. As Michelle 

mentioned, my name is Zach Baldwin and I am the director of outreach for the American 

Association of People with Disabilities and I manage all the programs and communications so if 



you are getting emails from AAPD or tweets or Facebook posts that is all coming from me. One 

of the programs I manage and probably one of my favorites to work on is the REV UP campaign 

and I am grateful to have this opportunity to talk to you all a bit more about that. I have not seen 

the RSVP list for today's call but I am sure I know some of you on the call and have engaged 

with you all around our REV UP campaign and may have even met a few of you at the NDRN 

conference earlier this month. I am hoping to connect with anyone that I don't know yet to see if 

we can find a way to work together around the REV UP campaign and giving more people with 

disabilities a way to engage in the political process. That right there is the goal of the REV UP 

campaign. Our aim is to increase the political power of the disability community while also 

engaging candidates and the media to help be more aware of issues that are important to people 

with disabilities. And REV UP is actually an acronym which is why it is all capitalized and 

stands for registered educate vote and use your power. We want to get people with disabilities 

registered and educate them about what is on the ballot and the issues they can have an 

opportunity to photon and plus to -- to vote on and use their power to have their voices heard. 

We launched this campaign last year in advance of the 2016 presidential election and it was the 

brainchild of Bob Costco out in Texas. I would like to give credit where it's due. He started 

organizing around the name REV UP in Texas as a way to bring together different disability 

groups without worrying about turf battles or which organization owns what but a way to have 

centers of independent living and protection and advocacy agency and developmental disabilities 

Council I'll be able to work together on a common goal of getting more Texans with disabilities 

registered to vote and engaged in the political process. So Bob brought that idea to us that AAPD 

and we are able to work closely with him to make it a national initiative last year. I am sure you 

have heard these statistics before but I will run through them again. Coming out of the folks at 

Rutgers University, they put out a statistic last year saying there would be 35.4 million eligible 

voters with disabilities in 2016. When we expand that to count people who live in the same 

household with a person with a disability that number increases to 62.7 million eligible voters 

which is approximately one quarter or 25% of the total electorate. You all know and have heard 

this before how large the disability community is and how it spans so many other communities 

and demographics and this underscores that again. We really do have the potential to be a very 

powerful voting block and political force. The main challenge is getting everyone registered and 

engaged and able to attack the ballot. So 2016 was a while here and a wild election and a lot 

going on with the candidates running at the time and for us having to launch a new campaign 

with the REV UP campaign. We were successfully able to get involvement from representatives 

in around 25 states and that was everything from some folks who sent out some tweets or emails 

about the REV UP campaign or encouraging people to register and sharing resources , two other 

folks and states that were much more involved planning multiple voter registration events or 

voter education events and know your rights trainings and things like that. A broad range. We 

did organize the first national disability voter registration week which we held in mid July last 

year. We certainly encourage voter registration throughout the whole year but similar to national 

voter registration day which happens annually in September, we wanted to use this week as a 

way to coordinate efforts around the same time period and try to gain attention on the national 

scope from the media as well as the local communities where folks are organizing. As part of 

that week we asked people to reach out to local and state governments to collect proclamations to 

officially declare the week is national disability voter registration week. We were successful in 

getting 33 of those proclamations from a couple of governors down to mayors and city 

commissioners, state legislatures and a mixed but using the proclamations was a great tool for 



some of our partners at the state and local level to get connected to their state and local 

governments if they were not already. The proclamation and what we are trying to accomplish 

with the week is a no-brainer. Not really anything that most folks would be opposed to when we 

say just trying to get voter registration so it's easier to get support from state and local 

governments and get attention from them. Along those same lines we were able to get a 

statement of support from former senators Bob Dole and Tom Harkin which is running along the 

theme of the REV UP campaign being a nonpartisan initiative. We thought it was important to 

have representation from the two major political parties share a joint letter of support. The REV 

UP campaign and AAPD also partnered with the National Council on Independent Living to 

issue a presidential candidate questionnaire to all of the major political candidates running for 

President towards the end of the election. The questionnaire spans a range of questions around 

different issues pertaining to people with disabilities and we were fortunate enough to get a 

response from Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, and Jill sign in advance of election day which 

goes to show some of the clout the disability community was able to establish last year during 

the presidential election. So looking I had to 27 Tina what we have been working on this year, 

we are trying to establish a more organized structure to the REV UP campaign by pulling 

together and supporting what we are calling REV UP state disability voting coalitions. The idea 

is to have a leader or a couple of leaders in the state to help convene the coalition which includes 

the protection and advocacy agencies, Centers for Independent Living, GD councils and chapters 

of other national disability organizations and even some non-disability groups like the folks in 

Texas who were able to work closely with Texas chapter of the League of Women Voters. We 

pull together all these different groups that have some steak or interest in voting rights and voting 

access for people with disabilities to introduce them to one another if they are not already 

connected and also to try to coordinate some activities and initiatives and to support one another 

particularly around national disability voter registration week which I will jump into in just a 

minute. To help organize these state coalitions, the REV UP campaign has established an 

advisory committee that convenes monthly and that consists of a lot of national voting rights 

advocate as well as representatives from each of these states who are in a REV UP state 

disability coalition, either establishing or developing. We are always looking to grow that as we 

connect with folks in additional states that want to engage with us and support the model of 

having a coalition and working with other partners. We want to have those folks join our 

monthly calls and it is a way for us to share information with all of our state partners and also to 

learn what is going on in each state and an open space for folks to share what they are doing and 

get ideas from one another and collectively brainstorm or problems or back problem solve and 

share resources. We are always looking for more people to serve on the advisory committee. I 

will give quick examples and I mentioned Texas before, they have a really great partnership 

between the P&A and Centers for Independent Living and the DB counsel. It started in Texas 

and they were the original and somewhat of the model that we look to and try to replicate in 

other states. They have been able to have all these organizations work together around 

organizing voter registration events across the state, some voting rights training, doing polling 

place accessibility surveys, and last year they were able to hold a candidate town hall with a 

candidate in advance of the election. We have our partners in New York at the P&A there and 

one of the things they are doing that is unique that I have not heard other folks focusing on is 

trying to make changes to the voting access and complaint process with the New York State 

Board of elections. I guess there was some accessibility challenges on folks being able to submit 

complaints through the board of elections website so they have been trying to fix that and make 



it so people have access so they can submit complaints about polling places and other features 

that are not accessible. That's definitely important work. And lastly in Massachusetts the P&A 

was very involved in coordinating a community meeting with the U.S. election assistance 

commission to discuss voting accessibility and access issues and other current problems that 

people with disabilities had in accessing the ballot. This year the P&A is working on organizing 

and planning participation in national disability voter registration meetings. So getting started 

with a REV UP state disability voting coalition, if there is not one in your state already, and if 

there is I am happy to get you connected. One of the first steps is to put together a meeting of 

potential partners. The same types of organizations I was listing before, whether it is centers of 

independent living or the DB counsel or any group or organization that is active and wants to be 

involved it is a good place to start. Having an initial conference call or meeting to get together 

and share ideas and a lot of people already have plans and see where folks can support one 

another on what is already planned or if we can come together and plan joint events particularly 

around national disability voter registration week which this year we are planning for July 17 

through July 21. We see that as a great initial organizing point for our coalitions to come around 

and depending on what capacity is available and who is able to contribute what, at the very least 

just organizing a couple of voter registration events and being active online by sending out 

emails or through social media to promote the week and share information about how folks can 

now see if they are registered or go through and register online or get directed to the appropriate 

resources to complete the registration and mail it in on paper forms. I am always happy to 

volunteer myself or Helena Berger our President and CEO as well as any of our other state 

partners like Bob Costa to join the calls and share the mission and what we are trying to do at the 

national level and have folks like Bob share some of his hands on experience about how they 

could pull the coalition together last year and what their plans are for this year. And to support 

all of that, we have a host of resources and information that we have been collecting and adding 

to over time that is available at the AAPD website which is www.aapd.com/REVUP . It is 

definitely worth checking out if you have not seen it already. We are always looking to add to 

that so if you have any resources you think would be useful for folks, I would love to add that to 

our site and hopefully what is on there so far can give you some support in trying to organize. 

We have a host of logos and graphics that are free to use and download for any events you are 

hosting and promotional materials for social media and everything we have is easily available for 

folks to take and make their own. Getting into national disability voter registration week a bit 

more specifically, as I mentioned we are planning it for July 17 to July 21. The main way to get 

involved and participate in that week is obviously to host a voter registration event. It is 

something you can do at your office. It is a way you can partner with other community partners. 

This year we have a partnership with a group called EveryLibrary. They help organize and 

support libraries across the country and have been encouraging their member libraries to get 

involved and hold voter registration events or to reach out to partner with folks in the 

community. If you are not able to physically host a voter registration event, there may be a local 

library in your community that wants to participate and you can work with them. You can also 

promote online voter registration for states that offer that. It's easy for folks to go on and 

complete it. There is also and I am sure my colleagues that rock the vote will mention this when 

we get to them later in the call but they have a fantastic online voter registration tool and 

something that AAPD has integrated into our website. It is an easy way to guide folks through 

the voter registration process. If you are in a state that allows online voter registration you can 

get everything done and completed through the rock the vote tool. If your state does not allow 



online voter registration, the rock the vote tool will still guide you through the process and 

collect the necessary information from you and prepare the forms that the voter would need to 

print out and actually mail in to complete the voter registration. If you can't do a physical voter 

registration event then promoting online is a great way to be involved. I also mentioned before 

the proclamations. We have a sample proclamation text to make it easier and we encourage folks 

to reach out to mayors, state senators or state legislators, governors, city Council and we hope for 

any and all levels of government. The point being as I mentioned before is trying to have local 

and state governments be more aware of the disability community and the issues that are 

important to us. This is one way to get your foot in the door. There are a few other activities that 

are not necessarily voter registration. One that I think the P&As are helpful with is organizing a 

voting rights training. Pulling together an event or a webinar or conference call to help people 

with disabilities in your state understand what their rights are as a voter and specifically as a 

voter with a disability. We have had some of our P&A partners do that in the past and it has been 

really successful and a great benefit to the community. We also have some folks organize events 

with their state or local Department of elections. They walked through the voting process and 

help voters understand what they should expect on voter registration day. In some cases folks 

have been able to bring in an accessible voting machine and do a demonstration so voters are 

more familiar with the machine in advance of going into cast their ballot. We have an additional 

resource on national disability voter registration week available on our website. If you go to that 

page I mentioned before, www.aapd.com/REVUP , a little bit down the page you see a link for 

national disability voter registration week and on that page there are some specific resources 

around voter registration week as well as other ideas to get involved. There is a sample 

proclamation that I mentioned is on there and we have a press release template as well as sample 

social media post and some other resources. Two other things I want to underscore before I 

finish up my part of the presentation, one is around any events that you have going on, I want to 

learn and know about what those events are. We have a a state resources and events page on our 

website and last year I was able to populate it with a lot of events going on in states around the 

country and hope to do the same thing this year. One, it is a way to show our impact collectively 

as part of national disability voter registration week and be on that. It is also a way to help folks 

connect directly to you and your event if they happen to come to AAPD first and are looking on 

our page and we have your event listed then they can plug in and get connected directly to you. I 

am happy to take information about your event by email if you Artie have a webpage or flyer 

ready or just the details and we have an online form that you can go in and fill out and submit 

information about your event if you prefer to do it that way. The other piece I wanted to 

emphasize this year is data collection. It is something that we unfortunately did not do a great job 

at last year and it is really important to take our community to the next level by putting your 

money where your mouth is about the power of our community and our voting power. Being 

able to collect the number of people that you register, both during national disability voter 

registration week and throughout the year, dubs us a hard and quantitative number we can use to 

demonstrate the impact we are having in organizing and states all around the country. I will be 

blasting this out more as we get closer to national disability voter registration week next month 

in July. We have an online form we are asking folks to fill out and try to keep it simple this year 

so the main data point we want to collect is the number of people that you registered. Even if you 

only register three people through your event or online efforts, we still want to have the numbers 

because every little bit we get from around the country adds up and we want to see who is 

involved and participating in voter registration this year. That piece is critically important. I will 



wrap up by saying I know all the P&As are already engaged in some voting work so I want to 

learn more about what you are already doing and there are ways that AAPD and the REV UP 

campaign can amplify your work and support those efforts. Also to see if we can find ways 

where we can build some cooperation between the P&As and some of the other disability groups 

like the Centers for Independent Living and I know Sarah will talk about that in more detail in 

just a bit. We are here to support what you are already doing and see if we can exemplify our 

shared goals and increase the political power of people with disabilities. I will close by saying I 

am readily available if anyone has questions and if we have time at the end of the call I am happy 

to set up individual calls or chat with folks by email if you want to talk about your state 

specifically and getting more involved in the REV UP campaign. With that I will pass it on to 

our next beaker which I believe is Sarah.  

 
Hello everybody. I am a disability voter organizer for the National Council on Independent 

Living which I am sure you are probably familiar with but if not Nicole is one of the longest 

running cross disability grassroots organization it is the membership organization for the centers 

of independent living which are nonresidential facilities in each state and I would say we have 

around 500 Centers for Independent Living around the country that provide services to 

consumers with disabilities to help them live independently and live in their communities. The 

Centers for Independent Living provide a number of different services and as you can imagine 

they vary from center to center. Some only have four or five staff who can only do a narrow 

amount of work so they might not get involved in voting rights. There are some that are larger 

and get involved in voting rights as a priority. We try to work across the country and I work with 

Centers for Independent Living across the country to try to improve the voting rights of their 

consumers and help them figure out ways they can engage on a local level to improve disability 

voting rights. With all the work we have been doing, my position was created last September so 

we have been going for nearly a year now. Some of the work we have been doing is focusing on 

accessibility at the local level in particular with the local board of elections which fundamentally 

starts with forming a relationship with election officials and I will get back to that in a moment. 

Some of the bigger things we have been concerned about I would say are probably our largest 

effort over the past year or so was working on sample ballot accessibility. If you are not familiar 

with sample ballots they are literally just a copy of the ballot put online if you weeks before the 

election that allows people to see who they will be voting for and if there are special motions on 

the ballot and things like that. It ends up being a pretty critical voter information document. I 

think the statistic is around 90% of the time they are not put up inaccessible format. These 

documents are usually scanned in as a PDF that is not screenreader accessible. One of the ways 

we have gotten involved is educating them on why this is an issue under Section 508 of the 

rehabilitation act, these local election official officers received federal money so are required to 

be accessible but unfortunately they are not compliant with that. We go in and work with Centers 

for Independent Living and a staff member there to educate them on why it's an issue and then 

they form a relationship with their local election official and talk to them about sample ballot 

accessibility, they talk to them about the test ballot and some solutions that can fix problems. 

That is an example of the work we are doing. What it fundamentally does is allows Centers for 

Independent Living who don't have existing relationships with their election officials so it starts 

to get to know them on a person to person basis. It is very important for the CILs to form these 

relationships because it allows them not just to talk about sample ballots but to talk about issues 

their consumers may have like problems casting ballots or wider web accessibility issues for the 



board of elections website. By facilitating that relationship, they are able to start talking about 

the issues and form a partnership so they can work to fix the problems. Also they can encourage 

disabled voters to come to the polls through partnerships such as national disability voter 

registration week we have had the Centers for Independent Living throw events at the county 

seat with the board of elections who encourage people with disabilities to register to vote and 

come out to vote. What I have seen from some of the Centers for Independent Living is not just a 

willingness to jump in and get involved, but they want to have the wider disability networks in 

their community involved with this. That is where the P&As, in. -- P&As come in. They work 

with centers of independent living to form relationships with organizations and you end up 

having a robust group of disabled stakeholders or stakeholders in the disability community who 

end up having a relationship with the election officials. The one document I sent out to everyone 

is an example of that. This is from a CIL in Manatee County in Florida. They did not have a 

relationship with their election officials prior to me reaching out to them. They ended up having 

a very eager, motivated peer mentor who wanted to work on these issues. What they ended up 

doing was before starting to talk about accessible sample ballots, instead of going in and demand 

they comply with the law, they set up a stakeholder meeting at the Center for Independent living 

and invited people from the community with disabilities and the protection and advocacy 

network and met with the election officials and started to give them an introduction to what some 

of the issues are for people with disabilities and consumers when it comes to voting. As you see 

on this guide it is simple. They started out with voter accessibility facts that we make available to 

them and we have a voting rights website that has information including the research that Zach 

had mentioned and statistics on the disabled vote. They started out with some of that information 

and jumped into what they wanted to talk about on online accessibility using some of the tools 

we have discussed when I have worked with training on accessibility. They gave examples of 

what some of the issues were for that particular county election website and then they also gave 

the ADH checklist for polling places which is also available on our site. And ended up being 

about two pages of work for them and they and it up having a very solid guide to give election 

officials to start to get them acquainted with what some of these issues are for the disability 

community. From there there were able to set up other meetings. I have not spoken to them lately 

but when I last talked to them they were starting to form a beneficial relationship. It is exciting to 

see the CILs and P&As to work together and not just address one or two issues like sample 

ballots but to actually form a relationship with the CILs that lasts and doesn't just address 

problem but ends up coordinating events surrounding the disability vote and ends up being 

something that lasts a lot longer. Another place we saw this was in Vermont. Vermont Centers 

for Independent Living has been working with the Senate -- with the Center for Independent 

living and they work with the P&As and I believe they still work with them to try to encourage at 

the state level the state election officials who make the sample ballots accessible. That is 

something when we talk to the Centers for Independent Living that are stationed in the state 

capital and they try to work on the state level on accessibility issues. There are chances to work 

on it both at the local and state level. And that's where P&As work because you tend to be 

located a little bit more in the state level than the CILs which are generally tending to be County 

jurisdictions. And other things that CILs like to do which would be great for P&As to get 

involved maybe not this election year so much because it's an off your butt nonpartisan get out 

the vote. We have created an old-school phone bank guide and quite a few CILs in 2016 ended 

up doing phone banking within the last few weekends before the election and calling to 

encourage their consumers to go out and vote on November 8. That would be something 



especially if the CILs are already facilitating it, maybe having some volunteers from the P&As 

go and volunteer to man the station and get involved with that. Another thing that CILs are 

excellent catalyst for are the REV UP voter coalitions that Zach was talking about. Because the 

CILs are consumer focused, they tend to have connections to the local community and they can 

be a great way to find people who are interested and politically active in the disability 

community. CILs are a great starting point for creating those voter coalitions and that can be a 

great way to get involved with REV UP and contact the local Centers for Independent Living or 

send out an email to your state Centers for Independent Living and see if there is anything going 

on with the REV UP voting coalition in your state at the CILs. I know that many P&As around 

election day tended to have P&A voting hotlines that people with disabilities who are having 

problems at the polling places can call to get help with issues or to ask questions about voting. 

It's a great way to get the information out if you partner with the Centers for Independent Living 

who can pass the information on to their consumers because they do nonpartisan get out the vote 

where they can pass the information on and also are required to do nonpartisan voter registration 

whenever they do intake services to the Centers for Independent Living. Some of the issues, we 

focused on accessible sample ballots which was one of the biggest issues that the CILs said. I 

have started working with them. There are a few other issues we try to bring to election officials 

attention in different states are working on this two different degrees. Web accessibility in 

general for Board of election websites tends to be across-the-board very different. Some can be 

really accessible and some are not. Centers for Independent Living sometimes reach out and try 

to discuss the issues with the elections official and as you see in the guide that I sent out that was 

sent out for the webinar there are two websites that are used that are free that generate reports on 

web accessibility that CILs can use as an opening to show how these issues are not accessible for 

people with disabilities. Another issue obviously is inaccessible polling locations. The 2012 

report that Zach mentioned earlier mentions that 30% of people surveyed in 2012 with 

disabilities had at least one issue with casting a ballot in 2012 compared to 8% of people without 

disabilities so there still is an issue even though it is required to have an accessible machine at 

each polling place and required under ADA that polling places be accessible. In reality it doesn't 

end up working out like that. In places like New Hampshire or Vermont, sometimes polling 

locations are in inaccessible firehouses and things like that. The Centers for Independent Living 

try to monitor that sometimes and talk with election officials about improving the accessibility of 

the polling location. Another issue that many Centers for Independent Living get involved in is 

coworker training. This might be another place for P&As to coordinate with Centers for 

Independent Living to get involved in the training. Unfortunately many poll workers may not be 

knowledgeable about disabilities sensitivity. Many of them may know how to set up the 

accessible polling machines but don't know how to cast a ballot on it. As you can imagine if the 

poll workers don't know how to cast a ballot and someone who may have a disability and has 

never used the machine or hasn't used it in a long time might not know how to do it and then they 

have trouble casting a ballot or are unable to do it at all. The centers of independent living get 

involved with training poll workers not just on how to use the machines but also on how to 

properly interact with people with disabilities and do it in a way so that people with disabilities 

feel included and feel like they are welcome to cast their ballot. Those are some of the issues that 

we generally try to focus on. Sample ballots, physical accessibility of the polls, poll worker 

training and also the web accessibility of the wider board of elections website. This is just a great 

opportunity to reach out to the centers of independent living. If they are doing something 

surrounding voting rights work or doing something, see how you can coordinate and get together 



and form a relationship with your local or state election official because having the power of 

both organizations advocating together and consistently can make a very big difference from 

election officials brushing people often saying this is not a priority and to understanding there are 

people who need their vote to be accessible and there are people that want to see this happen and 

will see it through. For a little bit more information in terms of research or resources the National 

Council on Independent Living voting right subcommittee has a website which is 

NICOL.org/votingrights and they have research that you can quickly pull up and take a look at. 

If you have to have anyone on your staff who is interested in getting involved with voting rights, 

the National Council on Independent Living have a voting right subcommittee that meets once a 

month to talk about voting issues and not just what we talked about now but things like 

interacting with the election commission, looking at voting on a national level and not just the 

local level, and so if you or one of your staff members who is interested in that, it might be worth 

reaching out and seeing about getting involved in the subcommittee and engaging more 

frequently on voting rights. With that I think we can hand it over to the folks at rock the vote.  

 
Hello everyone. You have Shanice and Melissa with rock the vote. We have slides pulled up and 

we can dive into it. We will go through a few programs that rock the vote is working on this 

year. One of those programs is our municipal pilot program. Last year after the the 2016 election 

we got some feedback from young voters specifically stating there was not enough information 

on the ballot beyond the state level. With that feedback we thought it would be very important to 

uplift local elections and making the direct correlation between the importance of voting and 

local elections at providing information about who and what was going to be on the ballot. Of 

course the problem was there was not enough information about local elections and the plan we 

have come up with is to partner with local organizations in the city's we are working in and I can 

go into that a little more later but ultimately the idea was to uplift what organizations are 

currently doing on the ground and in return to build out these comprehensive video voter guides 

that had candidates answer questions about issues that young people care about and also have 

candidates introduce themselves and state why they are a champion for young voters so while 

young voters go to the voter guide they understand where candidates stand on the issues and get 

a sense of who they are. The solution of the overall program is to make sure that young people 

are aware of the elections going on and to make sure that candidates are aware of the issues that 

young people are concerned about and begin recognizing young people as a blow -- as a voting 

block. This pilot program would not be possible without partnerships and through our 

partnership was how we figured out where we would take the pilot program. We have taken it to 

Los Angeles, we did one for the [ Indiscernible ] even though it's not a municipal election but we 

thought it would be important to uplift that election and we also did it for the Philadelphia 

district of [ Indiscernible ] and if you scroll down to the third slide you see the voter guide and 

one of the candidates introduces himself and stating why he is a champion for young voters. On 

the right-hand side you will see a response to the questions that we asked. We framed the 

questionnaires based off of information that we gathered on the issues that young people care 

about and for the district attorney it's a little different because that is a specific office. For other 

offices it is a little more broad around issues with things like climate change, health care, 

criminal justice reform, housing, education and all of those things. If you scroll down to the 

fourth slide we have listed the cities we will take the pilot program to next. We will just hang out 

for a little bit so other places we will go is New York City, Atlanta Georgia, Charlotte North 

Carolina, and Detroit Michigan. We chose these cities based on where we had strong 



partnerships. We spoke with a lot of people in general when we launch the program and we have 

a very comprehensive two pager we can share with everyone if anyone is interested in getting 

involved with the work. We have resources that may make it easier for on the ground 

organizations to be a partner in this work. One of the things we found was collecting the 

responses from candidates was not as seamless as we thought it would be going into the process. 

We developed a very comprehensive candidate portal will replace all the questions for the 

candidates to answer. Also a place for them to upload all their social media and video stating 

why they are champions for young voters and it gave us an opportunity to bring the pilot 

program to multiple cities because it gives our partners the ability to share the link with the 

candidates and their cities and have them respond to the voter guide questionnaire. With those 

responses we had to give back raw data on our end and we published the voter guides on our 

website and want to make sure we have the opportunity to let partners the site where they would 

like to how's the voter guide so we have the option to provide the raw data from the candidate 

portal and share it with people if they want to build up their own voter guide that makes sense for 

their audience. And we have the voter guide available for anyone that wants to use the rock the 

vote voter guide and we have a place we put partners logos. We have a very comprehensive two 

pager that outlines the program in a lot more detail and ways any organization can get involved 

because we want to be extremely inclusive with the municipal partner program and make sure if 

we have resources to share in extremely important elections because we all know local elections 

are where the magic happens, we want to make sure we reach out to as many as possible and let 

them know we have a free resource to share with your audience. And now I will pass it over to 

Melissa who will get into the technology tools.  

 
Thank you Shanice. This is Melissa from rock the vote and one of the other things that we are 

hoping to share with you today where the technology and tools that we offer that can be helpful 

with civic engagement or get out the vote or voter registration work you may be doing now or in 

the future. The first thing I wanted to talk about was our voter registration tool which I think you 

heard about a little earlier from one of the other presenters. It was also mentioned earlier that our 

voter registration tool is available to partners so you can use it in your work and we offer varying 

levels of customization for the voter registration tool. It can be ready out of the box and you can 

just add your logo and link up to it or embed it on a website or however you would like to use it. 

If you have branding you would like to incorporate, you can add that in in the partner portal 

yourself and then you will get a customized tool that can be embedded seamlessly on a website 

so it looks like it is yours. Our voter registration tool along with all the other civic technology we 

offer is completely free to partners. One of the things the voter registration tool offers is access to 

the free nonsensitive data of people who register through your tool. If they opt and you will get 

their email address, their mobile phone number, names, addresses, demographic data and other 

things that can be helpful with outreach efforts to help people turn out to vote. Another thing that 

is common to all civic technology as well is if someone uses the text and provides us an email 

address or mobile phone number, then they will be subscribed to our election reminders program. 

That is something that automatically comes with the tool if the user opts in and make sure that no 

matter where a person lives they receive customized information about all the elections coming 

up in their area, both federal, state and local races. It also provides them with information that 

they might need like if there polling place is accessible, will they need to bring voter ID, and 

other things to make sure that when they get to there polling place or are applying for an 

absentee ballot that they are ready to go and have everything that they need. One of the other 



tools that we offer in case you have people that you are working with who might already be 

registered to vote is a voter status tool and it quickly allows a person to verify the registration 

record, make sure it can be found and his current, and if they cannot find the voter registration 

record and think they are registered they can be rerouted to the registration tool and if not they 

can confirm everything is good and subscribe to election reminders. Another resource we offer to 

partners is our text to register [ Indiscernible ] and what this is as we have one for NDRN right 

now so if you text NDRN to RTVOTE you can see how that works. What it does is you can send 

a text message to a customized keyboard and then we can customize a message back and forth 

that either signs people up for election reminders, registers them to vote or does anything else 

you might want to do for the effort. All of our tools are accessible and we are also always 

working to make all of our civic resources more accessible as time goes on and continue to 

improve them. We also have a poster event toolkit that I think Shanice will talk about right now.  

 
That's awesome. In our host your own event toolkit it's a way for individuals or organizations to 

partner with rock the vote on an event. If you go to our website you will find this buried 

somewhere but we are working on updating our website so it will be more visible. You can host 

a nonpartisan event and we will give you an event toolkit to download which will include our 

logos that you can use on promotion materials, digital materials, or if you want to use the rock 

the vote logo at an event you are hosting in your area as well as a comprehended voter 

registration guideline by state. We include voter registration do's and don'ts and it's a very 

comprehensive event toolkit how to make a voter registration drive successful. We not only do 

the registration drive but engagement rallies or whatever type of event you want to host and we 

provide instructions and information that anyone would need to host any sort of civic 

engagement event and also the rock the vote logo. 

 
That's awesome and the last thing that I wanted to talk about today is our voting rights work and 

to quickly share the state snapshots that we are working on and we will release in August of this 

year. The background on this is that it rock the vote we realize that of course voting rights relate 

to every other issue that we care about. Voting rights are definitely something that is under attack 

right now, both at the federal and state level and we need to work to protect access to the ballot 

for everyone. Something we are actively working on this year is trying to draw connections with 

our audience about how voting rights relate to every other issue they care about and to show that 

civic engagement matters all of the time. Trying to provide people with information about what 

the voting rights even are and what exactly it means because sometimes state statutes can be 

confusing. We are working to educate and inform our audience in an understandable way. Some 

of the things we have already done this year is to begun sending out voting rights newsletters, we 

have been writing explainers about various policy areas and why they matter and how they relate 

to other things we care about, and have also been working on blog posts. We have co-authored 

blog post with other organization to show how different areas connect and how it all ties back to 

voting, civic engagement and voting rights. We have action alerts if anyone is interested in 

taking action on certain voting rights issues that are going on in their community and any given 

moment. The big project I wanted to talk to you about is the state snapshots. These are a quick 

glance and overview at the most critical policy areas that either expand or decrease access to the 

ballot depending on what the state policy is. What he does back what we have done is go into the 

nitty-gritty of the policy areas, what they really mean and what resources and opportunities are 

available for voters and boil that down to something that is understandable if you take a quick 



glance. When the website relaunches the summer we will have a full buildout that explains these 

in detail but these date snapshots themselves will have shareable graphics that you can circulate 

within your networks if you are interested in doing so. We will have a variety of accompanying 

resources and voting rights information that is also shareable in case that is something you would 

like to use. I also wanted to highlight the accessibility for voters with disabilities is one of the 

categories we are evaluating within this and on our updated website we will begin hosting more 

detailed information about exactly the types of things offered for voters with disabilities 

depending on which state you live in like curbside voting and the details of absentee voting 

policies and a variety of other areas. If anyone is interested in that, both Shanice have contact 

information and the emails are at the end of the slideshow so feel free to reach out and we would 

love to share resources with you. There will also be publicly available on the website sometime 

in August.  

 
So we will pass it back over to you Michelle I believe.  

 
Yes indeed. Thank you everyone. That was a ton of information. Thank you so much for all of 

that. We have plenty of time for Q&A if you have questions. I want to stress if we have anyone 

on the line who has been involved in any of these like you are part of REV UP or had a good 

experience with the national disability voter registration or work with rock the vote or centers of 

independent living feel free to get in the question clue and share experiences. It would be helpful 

for your fellow P&As to hear that. I have a couple of follow-up questions as well but I will pass 

it back to Christine to get us started with Q&A and see if anyone has questions for us.  

 
Thank you we will now begin the question and answer session. If you by question press R1 on 

your touchtone phone. If you wish to be in the queue pressed a #or has Cree. There will be a 

delay before the first question is announce. If you are use the speakerphone you may need to pick 

up the handset first before pressing the numbers. Once again if you have a question please press 

star then one on your touchtone phone. Once again if you would like to ask a question please 

press star and then one on your touchtone phone. 

 
We have no audio questions. 

 
When we are waiting I have a question for you Sarah. Maybe you can talk about the Centers for 

Independent Living and how they are so different and those who know me know I worked in a 

Centers for Independent Living before I came on board and I think of the P&As as being based 

in legal advocacy and the Centers for Independent Living to me are very grassroots types of 

organizations so we can be so different and we can do work that is well equally important, very 

different so I wonder if you can speak to since you have seen collaborations between P&As and 

centers for independent living how we can acknowledge those differences and think of them as a 

way to play to our strengths and what some of those practices and partnerships might look like.  

 
I think it actually works together really well because one, the Centers for Independent Living can 

be more of the organizing wing. They have the staff that can make the connections with the 

election officials and also they can find consumers in the community who may have had 

problems with voting or maybe able to speak to the sample ballot not being accessible or a 

website not being able to be accessed. They can find people who might be able to actually 



illustrate this is a problem in the community. The P&As are well-positioned to take up the legal 

aspects of this. We are dealing with the fact that the selection offices are not following section 8 

of the rehabilitation act. They are not following ADA whenever these places are accessible and a 

lot of the Centers for Independent Living, when it comes to bringing these legal issues up to the 

election officials, they don't feel comfortable saying what you are doing is not legal. Or you need 

to get in line with the law. What has helped is the P&As with their legal advocacy background 

can back of the Centers for Independent Living and say this is what the law says and it can help 

the Centers for Independent Living feel more comfortable with reaching out because they have 

someone on their side that is knowledgeable about legal advocacy. I don't know if I have any 

specific instances where they have placed these different roles and don't know if there are 

examples of that but it can work the other way. If there is something that P&As are noticing that 

is not -- that is barring people from disabilities to exercise or vote or a problem in the community 

around voting rights, they can go to the Centers for Independent Living and say do you have any 

consumers who have had this issue? Do you know anybody who would be an expert on this who 

can look into this or be affected by this? It can work both ways with having the Centers for 

Independent Living providing the manpower and then the P&As providing legal advocacy and 

the knowledge on what the law says. 

 
Thank you. That is very helpful. That makes a lot of sense to me. I think sometimes we think of 

the P&As and the SIL's as being different and in a lot of ways they are but we have a lot of the 

same goals so taking time to thing that through can be helpful. Some of the things we talked 

about on the call today like national disability voter registration week which is a slamdunk for a 

P&A or Centers for Independent Living might be a good place to start collaboration and get 

work going. Ice partnering through a REV UP coalition in your state as being valuable in terms 

of bringing different types of expertise if Centers for Independent Living are doing that on the 

ground or doing direct get out the vote and that kind of thing and the P&As bring the access to 

the vote component to that and that could be powerful. Thank you.  

 
A question has come up should we take it? 

 
We have a question from the closed captioner. Please 

 
Thank you. I am sorry was there a question attached to that. Thank you. Do we have any more 

questions in the queue?  

 
We have no further questions at this time.  

 
What do people have to do to get in the queue?  

 
Press star and then one on your touchtone phone.  

 
Solostar and then one. Thank you. I think we have someone trying to get into the queue and then 

might oppress pound and.  

 
We have one ready now.  

 



I was wondering what the number was to text NDRN to to get the rock the vote info. 

 
That is 788 683.  

 
Thank you. 

 
Thank you. The next question comes from Molly Bradley. Please go ahead.  

 
Hello. I am with the Texas P&A and my question is towards the rock the vote presenters on your 

candidate questionnaires, do you currently or have you had any questions related to disability 

rights Orrick combination -- or a combination in general?  

 
Not for any of our past questionnaires but we are beginning to share our questionnaires with 

partners in some of the cities we are working and. If you would like to email me if you were 

interested in glancing over the questionnaire or helping us figure out a good question to ask that 

would be helpful.  

 
Absolutely. Because he P&As have a listserv and if we can get that out for P&As, that would be 

helpful because there is a lot of information that needs to be addressed.  

 
That would be super helpful. If you just shoot me an email we can talk more in depth about this 

about the cities we are working and how you can be helpful in the cities.  

 
And if I am not in the cities you are going to be working in?  

 
Even if you know information or have specific concerns you would like to ask candidates then 

that could be helpful and just because we were not an expert on all issues so we share the 

questionnaires with partners from different advocacy areas and we would love to get that 

included.  

 
Okay. That sounds good. I want to say in regards to working with CILs and PAA partnerships, 

and Texas we've done a lot of that and it's been really good. You have touched on it earlier I 

believe with [ Indiscernible ] and we have the same goals and they are complementary to each 

other. Sometimes they see things going on that are against the law they can come to us and said 

this is going on in our community and can you help us out? And then us as a larger P&A go and 

need to see what's happening in the community and we look for individual experience and we 

can go to those CILs and it works out really well. That's it.  

 
That's great. 

 
Thank you. Our next question comes from Roseann. Please go ahead.  

 
Hello, this is Roseann and I'm with the P&A in Oklahoma. I was wondering since we are not in a 

city where you are doing the actual rock the vote, could we have access to your question or to 

adapt it for use locally?  

 



Yes. Are you asking about access to a candidate portal or the actual --  

 
The questions you are using so we might adapt those locally.  

 
Yes for sure. I can definitely share some of the ones we did in the past. We did one for Detroit 

for the mayor and city Council and city clerk and State Commissioner and I can share those 

questions with you.  

 
Thank you.  

 
No worries.  

 
Michelle, we might have more questions in the queue but before we get to that I want to jump in 

and ask rock the vote in the cities you identified you are targeting right now, I think I am right 

about this, they are pilot project cities and this is something you hope to expand to more places 

in the future and is that true and if so if P&As reach out to you now and say we want to be a 

future city can they throw their state in the ring to be added?  

 
Yes. The municipal pilot program we are running right now, basically yes as we said we are 

piloting the program in a few cities where we have strong existing partnerships and running best 

practices that we can take away and our goal and plan is in 2018 we can take these lessons 

learned and expand it to many more cities. We also are completely open to going to other cities 

not on the list if this is something you are interested in bringing to your city. Please reach out to 

us and we would love to connect with you and make it happen. 

 
That's great. Thank you.  

 
Once again if you would like to ask a question press star and then one on your touchtone phone. 

 
Michelle, this is exactly, can I add a comment?  

 
Absolutely.  

 
On the note of some of the questionnaires, I did mention earlier we had a presidential candidate 

questionnaire issued and that is posted on our website. It would probably have to be adapted a bit 

to be used at the state or local level but those are all disability-specific question and folks are 

welcome to use that. We also had one of our REV UP partners in New Jersey coming out of the 

alliance Center for Independent living just put out a candidate questionnaire since they have their 

gubernatorial election coming up in November of this year. That is a state-based disability-

specific questionnaire and that is posted to our state resources and events page and I know Carol 

at the center wouldn't mind if people look at that and adapted for their own purposes.  

 
That is very helpful. Thank you and to Zach I have a question for you. I will jump in and if we 

have anyone in the queue we will get to them in a second. Forgive me if you touched on all of 

this and perhaps I missed it but I know there is an option through the website you hosted for 

REV UP or we can share the link with folks who actually sign on in support of the day and 



declare your national disability voter registration we can have your logo shown in get access to 

social media toolkit and all of that. I know that is something we are using so organizations that 

don't typically reach out to voters with disabilities and show support and I think our friends at 

rock the vote signed all -- signed on. What about organizations like P&As that are disability-

specific organizations and participated in national disability voter week last year, are they 

welcome to sign on as well and be shown on the website because I want to show support and 

how many are working on this?  

 
Yes and thank you for bringing that up Michelle. I neglected to mention that. We just finalized 

the online sign-up form for that the other day and have not gotten around to putting it on the 

website yet but trying to send out a lot of alerts about the healthcare bill which we know is 

delayed for a bit. I will get to that before the end of the day so there will be a link on our national 

disability voter registration page and you can go on & on your organization and indicate whether 

you are a local, state, or national organization and we are collecting logos for that. One thing we 

want to do is put together a webpage of all of our supporting partners to demonstrate the reach 

and impact of the REV UP campaign particularly around national disability voter registration 

week. If you check our website a little bit later this afternoon you should find the link there. 

Tanks again Michelle for bringing that up.  

 
That's perfect. Thank you. And never fear if you are a P&A I will of course be sharing that with 

you all on the voting listserv and you will see it there as well.  

 
We have no audio questions at this time.  

 
That is great. Thank you. We have a few more minutes so we will give just a little time in case 

any more questions pop up although we have covered so much ground that I can't imagine there 

are many more lingering questions. That said, if anyone thinks of any questions or anything they 

would like to follow up on after we get off the call today, don't hesitate to reach out and in just a 

moment I will ask presenters if they don't mind sharing contact information but if you know how 

to get in touch with me at NDRN at michelle.bishop@NDRN.org and I am happy to put you in 

touch with these folks . If you want to follow up with them and get involved in efforts or have 

more questions and one last note I want to stress and I know we talked about rock the vote's 

online voter registration tool that can be integrated into your website. I want to mention just in 

case they were too humble to brag on it that has a reputation for being one of the more accessible 

tools out there so check it out. They have been so fantastic with us about working on making 

their material some of the most accessible out there and taking feedback or asking for input on 

how to to make things more accessible. If you are out looking at the tools and resources don't 

hesitate to give the feedback. Anyone on the call would want to hear from you and we want to 

make this as accessible as possible for as many as possible so we can make sure we are doing a 

strong voter outreach effort to voters with disabilities taking us through 2018. With that I want to 

check one more time and see if we have anyone in the queue?  

 
We have no questions at this time.  

 
That is great. It sounds like we covered all of our basis don't get you have handouts attached to 

the email and you can get in touch with me if there is anything you need. If we could go through 



in the same order Zach and then Sarah and then Shanice and Melissa do you mind sharing 

contact info to follow up?  

 
Of course. Folks can reach me at over email zbaldwin@aapd.com or call me at 202-521-4310 .  

 
My email address is just sarah@ncil.org or call me.  

 
This is Shanice at rock the vote shaneice@rockthevote.com.  

 
This is Melissa and my email is Melissa@rockthevotethevote.com and my name is spelled 

Melissa and our email addresses if you missed the spelling a written out on the last slide of the 

PowerPoint. 

 
That's great and thank you so much everyone. I think we are ready to wrap up and I want to say 

thank you to all of you who joined us on the call today and gave us time this afternoon. I know 

you all are busy so I appreciate it so much and of course I want to say thank you of to each of the 

presenters who gave their time. We appreciate it so much and it was fantastic and informative 

and I am sure we will get a lot of follow-up folks with questions or who are interested in how we 

can partner and do work together so thank you all so much. We really appreciate it and with that 

Christine we are ready to wrap up.  

 
Thank you and thank you ladies and gentlemen. This concludes today's conference. Thank you 

for participating. You may now disconnect. 

 
[ Event concluded ] 


